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www.knott.de We make your brake

KNOTT Brakes
Individually tailored to your needs

B r a k e s
AGRICULTURE

B R A K E  T E C H N O L O G Y
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KNOTT Brakes for Agriculture
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We make your brake

“Here at KNOTT, it is your needs that 
most concern us. Which is why we study 
any new application from all angles, in 
order to develop with you, the customer, 
the optimum technical and business 
solution for that special environment in 
which your new brakes are to operate. 
This development capability can be seen 
in practice within this publication. We 
illustrate a number of solutions with 
current examples of our design.“

Stephan Raab 
Sales and Application Engineering

“KNOTT Brake Technology has 
consistently designed, developed and 
manufactured durable and reliable 
solutions. Just one reason for the great 
trust placed in us by our customers 
worldwide. Not forgetting that our 
service support offers spare and wear 
components for every brake with no 
exceptions. It matters not how old it is or 
for how long it has been in use: with our 
brakes you will not be left in lurch!“

Johanna Rettenbeck 
Head of Customer Service

“Developments for agriculture have 
a long tradition here at KNOTT. We 
know what is expected and in what 
harsh environmental conditions your 
brakes will need to operate. Regardless, 
no matter how specialised is the 
application for your vehicle, you can 
rest assured that the perfect brake will 
come from KNOTT!”

Richard Hamberger 
Sales and Application Engineering

B R A K E  T E C H N O L O G Y
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10’’ WET DISC BRAKE

•  A wet multi disc brake actuated by compressed air 

•  A powerful brake that can meet high demands with ease 

•  A system that needs no high maintenance

•  A combined parking and service brake.

•  Unique design of actuation mechanism to suit the inclined 
air chamber position

•  A closed system that prevents dirt and dust ingress

•  With this design, and due to the product quality, 
maintenance is kept to a minimum

•  A brake that among other things displays both ABS 
capability and is future proof

Maximum output  
for minimum maintenance

In agriculture, time is of the essence. Machinery has to run, be driven, 
and work efficiently. Which means that the brakes must immune to 
environmental factors. They must work, be strong and robust without 
any great need for significant  maintenance. For the first tractor on the 
market with compressed-air actuated wet disc brake. 

CONCLUSION:  The KNOTT wet disc brake is simultaneously a low-maintenance system that achieves unbeatable 
braking power. All thanks to both the ball and ramp principle and the multi-servo effect. 

What the customer needed: How KNOTT responded: the 10” wet disc brake

KNOTT BRAKES 
FOR AGRICULTURAL TRACTORSB R A K E  T E C H N O L O G Y
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HYDRAULIC FIXED CALIPER L (HFS) 4x60

•  A wheel mounted front-axle brake within a precisely specified 
envelope

•  A disc brake for large disc diameters

•  A brake with high-load capability– despite its elongated 
design dictated by given space envelope 

•  It’s special ribbed cast design and interconnecting bolt 
design keeps both caliper halves very stable

CONCLUSION:   The KNOTT HFS 4x60 is in terms of dependability and performance simply years ahead of 
standard front brake solutions.

What the customer needed:How KNOTT responded: the 10” wet disc brake How KNOTT responded: the HFS 4x60

Maximum braking power for most 
demanding applications

Faster, stronger and more robust. These are the 
watchwords for the tractor itself. This must also 
be true for the brake. Additionally is the need for 
ever more sophisticated systems. For a front-axle 
brake is not just any front-axle brake. 

KNOTT BRAKES 
FOR AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS
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HYDRAULIC FIXED CALIPER  (HFS) 2x60

•  A brake system that is easily accessible, in order that 
maintenance can be performed out quickly and efficiently 

•  A brake that is mounted from a position outside of the disc 
diameter

•  With a single-piece housing, it is completely robust and 
unsusceptible to environmental conditions

•   A durable caliper that can withstand high pressures easily 

Maximum brake 
performance with  
unusual simplicity 

The underlying thought for today’s harvesting machinery is 
that nothing should go to waste. Not only when harvesting 
but also when it comes to production and design. This is 
true for brakes, too. 

CONCLUSION:  The KNOTT HFS 2x60 features complex technology, but is simplicity itself in terms  
of maintenance.

What the customer needed:
How KNOTT responded:  
the fixed caliper HFS 2x60

KNOTT BRAKES  
FOR HARVESTING MACHINERYB R A K E  T E C H N O L O G Y
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HYDRAULIC SERVO 315x80 DRUM BRAKE 

•  Both a high performance and compact brake solution 

•  A system that can be integrated directly into the  
compactor wheels

•  A brake protected from dirt ingress, and one which unlike 
other current brakes on the market requires much less 
maintenance

•  Greatest possible braking torque, installed within the 
smallest possible space envelope

CONCLUSION:  The hydraulic 315 x80 drum brake is a real and long-term improvement –  
perhaps it could suit your needs? 

What the customer needed:
How KNOTT responded:  
the hydraulic servo 315x80 drum brake 

KNOTT BRAKES  
FOR HARVESTING MACHINERY

KNOTT BRAKES  
FOR TOWED AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS

Maximum specialization  
for greatest possible  
durability

If one is able to do something better, than one should do just that. 
This is how we see our task in the area of development. The proof 
is seen in our hydraulic servo drum brake, which offers advantages 
not found with all the other usual current solutions. 

B R A K E  T E C H N O L O G Y
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WET DISC BRAKE 6½” AND 8¾” 

•  A brake system which can ‘take all the punches’ •  Brakes that can meet high workload duties through the use 
of components from high-performance materials

•  Integrated parking brake function through a spring applied 
hydraulic release cylinder

Maximum workload  
for greatest precision 

Efficiency is also important in the forest industry. Harvesters often 
reach their limits in this field. They have to work fast, at full power, 
and yet remain sensitive enough for the task at hand. Braking retains 
a vital role where safety is concerned. 

CONCLUSION:  The KNOTT wet disc brake 6½” and 8¾” is exactly the type of workhorse needed, one just 
right for forestry machinery itself. Made for the forest! 

What the customer needed:
How KNOTT responded:  
the wet disc brake 6½” and 8¾”

KNOTT BRAKES  
FOR FORESTRY MACHINERYB R A K E  T E C H N O L O G Y
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WEDGE-ACTUATED DUPLEX BRAKE 500x180

•  A brake system that can be driven just as well on forest paths 
as on the motorways – fully compliant with legislation for road 
maintenance department.

 •  All brakes designed with ABS sensors 

•  A drum brake that can take high loads and sustain  
high speeds

•  An axle-brake combination which exceeds all current  
legal requirements 

CONCLUSION:  A classic example of where our core competences combine: axles and brakes.  
Special development with unlimited functionality.

What the customer needed:
How KNOTT responded: the duplex wedge 
drum brake 500x180 and support axles with 
integrated S-cam brakes 300x80

KNOTT BRAKES  
FOR FORESTRY MACHINERY

KNOTT BRAKES AND AXLES: THE RIGHT  
COMBINATION OF OUR OWN SPECIALITIES  

Maximum loads braked 
with the highest efficiency  

A forestry machine in class of its own: safe and easy to 
drive on the motorway, 70 kph maximum speed and an 
axle load of 11.5 tons on the drive axles along with 4.5 
tons on the support axles. We arrive at a total vehicle 
weight of 32 tons! This is where the two specialised 
areas at KNOTT come together: axles and brakes.

B R A K E  T E C H N O L O G Y



•  Eine starke und zuverlässige Bremse – auch in 
unwegsamem und schmutzigem Gelände

•  Ein System, das nicht heiß läuft und das keinerlei 
Funkenflug verursachen kann
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KNOTT BRAKES ON OUR IN-HOUSE TEST DYNAMOMETER

Up to 200,000 Nm torque – and ‘whatever the weather’

Research and development are for KNOTT absolutely inseparable from manufacturing brakes. 
Because we have over the years concentrated on special solutions, we have to meet special 
demands. So this is why we have developed comprehensive in-house testing as standard procedure, 
and not only where braking performance is concerned.

From 5,000 Nm to 200,000 Nm torque –  
we are ready for you

Today, KNOTT is already in the position to carry out in-house 
tests on various brakes for all sorts of applications. There 
are currently three test dynamometers:

•  up to 5.000 Nm torque for light industrial and trailer 
brakes

•  up to 20.000 Nm torque for medium to heavy 
applications 

•  up to 65.000 Nm torque for almost every other 
eventuality where kinetic energy has to be converted to 
braking energy

•  up to 200.000 Nm torque is our aim for 2015 and we 
will be one of the few international companies able to 
test to this limit. Examples include dump trucks and wind 
power turbines.

From -70°C to +180°C – in complete safety

In summer as in winter agricultural, forestry and 
construction machines work on regardless, often in rough 
terrain. Here they have to withstand extremely high forces. 
And where highest and lowest temperatures come into 
play, performance must not be allowed to drop. This is why 
we test our brakes in a climatic chamber. For your safety – 
and the dependability of our brakes.

Now don’t get aggressive: the salt spray chamber

Salt is one of the most aggressive substances with which 
metal and plastic can be confronted. Here it is vital to 
understand how individual components in our brakes react. 
Only when they have survived the salt spray chamber are 
they allowed to be installed. 

KNOTT meets new demands not only on paper, 
but right it matters with your application.  
Our slogan is our promise:  
We make your brake.

OUR FOUR COMPANY TEST DYNAMOMETERS FOR ALL THE REQUIREMENTS
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Contact

Stephan Raab
(Sales and Application Engineering)
Phone: +49 (0)8056-906-124
e-mail: s.raab@knott.de

Richard Hamberger
(Sales and Application Engineering)
Phone: +49 (0)8056-906-123
e-mail: r.hamberger@knott.de

Johanna Rettenbeck
(Head of Customer Service)
Phone: +49 (0)8056-906-236
e-mail: j.rettenbeck@knott.de

Imprint

Knott GmbH
Obinger Straße 15
83125 Eggstätt
Germany

Phone: +49 8056 906 0
Fax: +49 8056 906 103
e-mail: info@knott.de
Internet: www.knott.de

Executive Board:
Dipl.-Ing. Valentin Knott 
Ralf Grewing
HR Traunstein, HRB 4964

B R A K E  T E C H N O L O G Y
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BRAKE AND TRAILER TECHNOLOGY

GROUP

The Knott Group –
global competency

The member companies of the Knott Group design, develop, produce 

and market braking systems for commercial and off-highway vehicles 

together with running gear components for trailers.

Competent, one-to-one consulting and outstanding product quality 

are characteristic of all the companies within the Group.  

KNOTT’s own production plants and branch offices are supported by 

a world-wide dealership network.

www.knott-group.com


